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Abstract. In view of the forming accuracy of the 3D printer, the paper, from the structure of the printer itself, 
discussed the influence on the precision of the printer via improving the structure of 3D printer. A typical 3D printer, 
such as a common type of FDM, was selected, and SOLIDWORKS software was used for solid modeling, after 
establishing the model, the finite element analysis was carried out on the whole structure model to obtain the 
deformation characteristics and the main vibration model of the printer. On the basis of finite element analysis, the 
influence of the level shaft bearing diameter, material properties and symmetry of the parts on the overall mechanical 
properties of the printer was discussed respectively. On this basis, the overall structure of the machine has been 
optimized and achieved remarkable results.   

1 Introduction 
Fused deposition modeling (FDM) technology 3D printer 
has been widely applied in the market due to its high 
forming precision, low price and easy to obtain printing 
materials. Although FDM technology tends to mature, 
there are still many limitations in the process of forming 
and manufacturing such as molding precision, material 
type and so on. The factors that affect the forming 
precision of FDM type 3D printer can be divided into 
layered software, control algorithm, mechanical structure 
and so on. At present,  the printer mechanical structure 
research mainly focus on the nozzle, column and other 
single parts of the analysis, relatively, on the overall 
structure of the 3D printer, is lack of integrity, and the 
research depth is not enough[1, 2]. 

In this paper, a common PrusaI3 series 3D printer is 
selected as the research object. Firstly, the overall model 
of the 3D printer is modeled. Secondly, the static 
mechanical analysis and dynamic mechanical analysis of 
the established printer model were carried out by using 
ANSYS Workbench software to get the deformed cloud 
chart, natural frequency and modal shape of the printer 
model. Finally, the result of the finite element analysis is 
used as a reference to optimize the mechanical structure 
of the printer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2 3D printer finite element model 
establishment 
2.1 The establishment of CAD model for 3D 
printer 

The PrusaI3 series is one of the more popular FDM 3D 
printers available on the market[3, 4]. The advantages of 
these printers are their simple mechanical structure and 
high precision. The printer's nozzle system includes the 
feeding and melting function, during the operation of the 
printer, which moves along the fixed shaft bearing. The 
modeling platform is located on the bottom shaft bearing 
of the 3D printer, and the motion direction of the platform 
is perpendicular to the motion plane of the nozzle system. 

In order to accurately reflect the real situation of the 
printer, the SOLIDWORKS software is used to model the 
overall structure of the 3D printer in accordance with its 
actual size. In the process of modeling, according to the 
degree of impact on the subsequent finite element 
analysis, the printer structure is simplified. The two side 
screw bearing of 3D printer can be replaced by the same 
standard cylindrical shaft bearing, the synchronous belt is 
omitted and the stepper motor is simplified with a motor 
model of the same weight and shape. The simplified 
mode of the 3D printer overall structure and its main 
components are illustrated as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Simplified model of 3D printer 

1.beam, 2. vertical shaft bearing, 3. simplified screw, 4, 5. 
stepper motor, 6. level shaft bearing, 7. feed motor, 8. 
measuring points, 9. nozzle melting part, 10. columns. 

2.2 The material attribute setting of the model 

The rack part of 3D printer is mainly made up of 
aluminum alloy material. The type of aluminum alloy is 
6060-T5[5],the link between the two aluminum profiles is 
a fixed tripod, and the material is also aluminum alloy. In 
order to facilitate calculation, we set up the material 
property uniformly. The diameter of vertical and level 
shaft bearing of the 3D printer is 8mm, and the material is 
GCR15 bearing steel[6]. In the printer, the connecting 
part of the motor, the fixed nozzle part, and the part of the 
fixed level shaft bearing are the components with the 
material PLA[7]. The properties of GCR15 alloy steel 
materials, MJ-6-2020 aluminum alloy materials, PLA and 
other materials, as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. 3D printer frame main material properties 
Type of 
material Density(Kg/m^3) Poisson 

ratio 
Modulus of 

elasticity 
bearing steel 7810 0.3 208Gpa 
Aluminium 

alloy 2700 0.33 70Gpa 

PLA 250 0.402 3500Mpa 

2.3 Simplification of the contact surface of the 
model 

The processing method of the mechanical contact surface 
is important for the mechanical structure; the contact 
surface of the printer model can be roughly divided into 
fixed contact and non-separation contact. Fixed contact is 
suitable for objects with the same way of motion, the two 
objects cannot be separated or slipped. For the 
non-separation contact, it could have gaps that can rotate, 
but not allow lateral movement.  

The aluminum section is linked by a tripod and is 
screwed through a M5*8 type screw. The size of the 
pre-tightening force is 6.4kN. The frame of the 3D printer 
structure can be well fixed, and the contact with fixed 
screws on the printer structure can be treated as fixed 
contacts. For the printer nozzle system and the forming 

platform, the contact surface connected with the level 
shaft bearing is in a slippery state during the movement of 
the printer; however, in the static situation, there is a large 
sliding resistance on both sides and the resistance of the 
motor itself and the movement is difficult. In the 
subsequent finite element analysis, it is more convenient 
to treat it as a non - separation contact. In addition, in the 
analysis of the whole 3D printer structure, in order to 
simplify the calculation, the stepper motor model under 
the forming platform can be removed. 

3 Finite element analysis of 3d printer 
structure 
Before the computation of finite element analysis, the 
mesh of the printer model needs to be divided, which is 
an important part of finite elements[8, 9]. The quality of 
mesh will affect the transmission of force in the process 
of finite element calculation, which may ultimately affect 
the accuracy of calculation results. Under the default 
conditions of ANSYS workbench software, the quality of 
the grid obtained is relatively rough, and the grids 
between the various components have a larger difference. 
There are more grid division methods in the finite 
element analysis software. The mechanical part has a 
regular shape. When the mesh is optimized, the 
hexahedron-dominant method is used to optimize the 
mesh. The average quality of the mesh obtained after 
optimization is 73.6%. The main purpose of finite 
element analysis is to explore the stability of 3D printer's 
mechanical structure, and the finite element analysis of 
the whole 3D printer structure can be mainly divided into 
the statics analysis and modal analysis. 

3.1 Statics analysis of 3D printer structure 

In the forming process of the 3D printer, the direct 
forming error comes from the stability of the nozzle 
system[10]. The nozzle system is divided into the melt 
forming system and the feeding system. The melt forming 
system is responsible for the melting and wiring of the 
molding material. Feeding system is located above the 
melt forming system and consists of feeding stepper 
motor and feeding model, which is responsible for 
material feeding work. The supporting part of the whole 
nozzle system is the two level shaft bearings which is 
connected to the nozzle system by a linear bearing. 

The main purpose of static analysis is to analyze the 
reliability of the mechanical structure of the 3D printer 
and to discuss the potential defects in the structure of the 
printer. In the statics analysis of the finite element, the 
bottom of the four aluminum alloy tripod under the 
printer is fixed. After completing the boundary condition 
setting and grid optimization of the printer, the static 
analysis results of the printer under its own gravity are 
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. (a) Static analysis of the overall deformation of the front view and (b) Static analysis of the bottom view, and (c) The 

pressure distribution of static analysis 

In the static analysis results of finite element, Fig. 2(c) 
is the pressure distribution chart, from which it can be 
seen that the main load-bearing parts of the printer are 
distributed in the contact parts between the bottom 
bracket and the column, as well as the contact part of the 
modeling platform and the nozzle system with its optical 
axis. The overall deformation of the 3D printer as shown 
in Fig.2(a)， the printer structure has the largest amount 
of deformation at the feeding system, the tendency of 
deformation is to extend outwards from the fixation of the 
level shaft bearings, and the shape variable presents an 
increasing form, and the maximum deformation reaches 
0.117mm. As can be seen from Fig.2(b), the deformation 
of the forming platform shows an asymmetrical trend. 
The deformation of the lower side is about 0.01mm, while 
the upper side reaches 0.06mm. At present, the nozzle 
diameter of the FDM type 3D printer on the market is 
generally 0.3-0.4 mm, and the maximum precision of the 
printer can reach 0.1 mm. In addition, in actual conditions, 
since the printer's molten nozzle is not firmly fixed, there 
may be a small swing in the forming of the printer. 
Considering the influence of these factors, the overall 
structural deformation of the 3D printer in static analysis 
will have a great influence on the molding error. 

3.2 Modal analysis of 3D printer structure 

In the working environment of the 3D printer, the 
excitation is dynamically loaded, and it should be avoid 
coupling the natural frequency with the external 
excitation[11-13]. When the mechanical structure of the 
coupling frequency is reduced, it can not only improve 
the stability of the printer itself, but also reduce the load 
of the machine itself and extend its service life. In the 
work of 3D printer, the main source of excitation is 
generated by stepper motor, which is at a relatively low 
level. In the modal analysis of the 3D printer, the 
vibration characteristics and natural frequency of the first 
to fourth orders are selected, and the modal analysis 
results of the whole structure of the printer are shown in 
Fig.3 

 
Figure 3. Modal analysis of the overall structure of 3D printer 

It can be seen from the results of the modal analysis 
that the range of modal frequencies from the first to 
fourth orders is within 39-68hz. When the frequency is 
low, the printer has obvious vibration phenomenon, such 
as the both sides of printer columns, beam parts, and 
nozzle system. When these analysis and optimization are 
carried out, we should make reasonable optimization for 
these parts. 

4 Optimal design of mechanical 
structure 
In general, the principle of mechanical structure 
optimization is to improve the natural frequency of the 
mechanical structure and avoid the occurrence of 
frequency coupling[14, 15]. According to the analysis of 
the above finite element, in the discussion of the 
optimization of the printer's structure, the structure of the 
3D printer can be divided into the entire nozzle system 
and the remaining part of the rack. The maximum 
deformation of the statics analysis and the natural 
frequency of the modal analysis are considered as the 
criteria for the optimization analysis. 

5 Optimization analysis of nozzle system 
5.1 The influence of structure improvement on 
the stability of nozzle system 

The nozzle system of the prusaI3 type 3D printer can be 
divided into feeding system and heating forming system. 
According to the characteristics of modal analysis, in 
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order to improve the natural frequency of the nozzle 
system, in the case of the same stiffness, it should be 
appropriate to reduce the overall quality of the nozzle 
system, however, the quality of the nozzle system is 
largely due to the stepper motor in the feeding system, 
whose function is to provide feed power for the feeding 
system. In the process of improvement, the nozzle system 
of feeding system and heating molding system are divided, 
and it is to use the principle of remote feeding. The 
feeding system is connected to the heating system by the 
engineering plastic conduit, when the printer works, the 
printed material is sent through the tube to the heating 
melting system. The feeding system can be placed as a 
separate part next to the printer or a part fixed to the 
frame of the 3D printer. In order to verify the feasibility 
of the method, the nozzle is firstly separated, and then the 
nozzle system of the printer before and after separation is 
calculated to do the statics analysis. The resulting static 
analysis of the deformation shown in Fig.4 (a) (b) below: 

 

 
Figure 4. The overall deformation of the nozzle system before 

separation and after separation 

From the static analysis in Fig.4, it can be seen that the 
largest deformation of the nozzle system before 
separation is 0.0788mm, and the largest deformation after 
separation is 0.0117mm. The amount of deformation of 
the nozzle system after the initial separation compared to 
before separation has greatly changed. 

In view of the improved effect of the statics analysis of 
the separated nozzle, the design of the nozzle part is 
optimized. During the working process of the 3D printer, 
the temperature of the melted PLA is between 180-210 
degrees centigrade, and the cooling fan is located on both 
sides of the heating nozzle. The temperature on the 
surface of the nozzle is sampled with an infrared 
thermometer, and the temperature is measured at 47.6 
degrees near the fixed end of the nozzle. From the finite 
element analysis of the whole machine on the 3D printer 
above, it is known that the fixed part of the material with 
PLA does not show a larger amount of deformation. 
Combining the properties of PLA materials, it can be seen 
that at the working conditions of the 3D printer, the PLA 
does not show any signs of distortion and melting as a 
fixed material at the bottom of the nozzle heating system. 
In summary, PLA meets the requirements of designing 
nozzle-aided fixed brackets in terms of mechanical 
strength and temperature resistance. 

The model of the heating nozzle is shown in Fig. 5 (a). 

According to the shape of the nozzle, when the auxiliary 
fixed bracket is designed, the surface profile of the 
auxiliary fixed bracket is should matched with the surface 
of the heating nozzle tail to prevent the heating nozzle 
from moving during the printer's work, which may lead to 
the offset of the printed material. In addition, during the 
design process, the designed auxiliary fixed bracket 
should satisfy the symmetrical distribution. According to 
the literature data, it is found that the symmetrical 
mechanical structure could help to improve the natural 
frequency of the structure itself. A well designed section 
of the fixed bracket for the heating part of the nozzle is 
shown in Fig.5 (b). 

 

 
Figure 5. (a)Printer head model and (b)fixed bracket profile 

And (c)the static analysis of the 3D print nozzle system after the 
bracket is fixed 

The designed fixed bracket and the heating nozzle part 
are assembled, and the static mechanical analysis of the 
finite element is carried out. The analysis results are 
shown in Fig .5(c). 

After the installation of the designed fixed bracket, it 
can be seen from the Fig.5(c) that the maximum 
deformation of the nozzle system is 0.0090mm, therefore, 
the maximum deformation of the nozzle system before 
the separation, after the separation and after the designed 
fixed bracket installed are shown in table 2. 

Table 2. The maximum deformation data table for static 
analysis 

Nozzle system 
state 

Before the 
separation 

After the 
separation 

Designed 
fixed 

bracket 
installed 

The maximum 
deformation 

(mm) 
0.0788 0.0117 0.0090 

The frequency analysis of the finite element modal 
analysis of the nozzle system in the three cases is shown 
in Fig.6 
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Figure 6. Frequency contrast diagram of modal analysis in 3 

cases 

From the analysis results, it can be seen that after the 
designed fixed bracket installed, the overall deformation 
of the nozzle system obtained is smaller than before 
separation and after separation, the natural frequency of 
each order is also greatly improved compared to the 
before and after separation. 

5.2 Influence of changing level shaft bearing 
properties on the nozzle system 

The level shaft bearing plays an important role in the 
load-bearing and modeling process of the printer. In order 
to improve the structural stability of 3D printer, the 
diameter and material of the level shaft bearing is 
experimentally explored after the designed fixed bracket 
installed. When the level shaft bearing material and 
diameter is changed, the response of the nozzle system in 
statics and dynamics analysis is discussed. 

When analyzing the influence of changing the level 
shaft bearing material on the stability of the printer nozzle 
system, the material of level shaft bearing is set up as 
titanium alloy, copper alloy, bearing steel and material 
property as shown in table 3. 

Table 3. Material properties of level shaft bearing 

Type of 
material Density(Kg/m^3) Poisson 

ratio 

Modulus of 
elasticity 

(Gpa) 
titanium 

alloy 4620 0.36 96 

copper alloy 8300 0.34 110 
bearing steel 7810 0.3 208 

When comparing the influence of changing the level shaft 
bearing diameter on the stability of the nozzle system, the 
diameter is set to 6mm, 8mm, and 10mm.The properties 
of the nozzle system are set up, and the statics analysis of 
finite element is carried out.  
When changing material properties, the maximum 
deformation of the nozzle system is shown in the table 4. 

Table 4. The maximum deformation of the nozzle system on 
different material properties 

Type of material titanium 
alloy 

copper 
alloy 

bearing 
steel 

The maximum 
deformation (mm) 0.0118 0.0126 0.009 

When changing the nozzle diameter, the maximum 
deformation of the nozzle system is shown in the table5. 

Table 5. The maximum deformation of the nozzle system on 
different diameter of level shaft bearings 

Diameter of  level 
shaft bearing (mm) 6 8 10 

The maximum 
deformation (mm) 0.0147 0.0090 0.0089 

The modal frequencies from first to fourth orders of 
different material properties and diameters are taken 
during the dynamic finite element analysis. The results 
are as follows Fig.7. 

In the analysis of different diameters about level shaft 
bearing, the material is structural steel, and in the analysis 
of different material properties of level shaft bearing, the 
diameter is 8mm. 

 
Figure 7. Modal frequency comparison of level shaft bearings 

under different conditions 

It is known from the statics analysis that in the same 
diameter of the level shaft bearing, the deformation of the 
material of structural steel is the smallest. At the same 
time, in the modal analysis of finite element, the modal 
frequencies from first to fourth orders is higher than other 
materials. When the material of the level shaft bearing is 
the same and the diameter is changed, the deformation of 
nozzle system shows a decreasing trend with the increase 
of the diameter. There is little difference in the static 
deformation of the level shaft bearing diameter between 
8mm and 10mm, but in the finite element dynamic 
analysis, modal frequency presents an increasing trend. 
Meanwhile, when the diameter of the level shaft bearing 
is from 8mm to 10mm, the increment of the modal 
frequency is not much, and at the four order modal 
frequency, the diameter of the level shaft bearing of 8mm 
is greater than the diameter of 10mm. 

It can be seen from the analysis of the conclusion that 
is no clear relationship between static deformation and the 
single material property of the level shaft bearing. From 
the single density, Poisson's ratio, elastic modulus of 
materials is difficult to judge the final applicability. 

For the diameter of the level shaft bearing, when the 
other conditions are constant, the diameter of the optical 
axis is not very suitable to increase endlessly, normally, 
the increase of level shaft bearing diameter helps to 
improve the bearing capacity and modal frequency of the 
nozzle system. At that time, it reaches a certain limit 
value, the effect of the level shaft bearing diameter would 
not be very obvious, therefore, in the flowing study, the 
material of the optical axis is set up to the structure steel, 
and the diameter is 8mm. 
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6 The overall structural optimization of 
the 3D printer 
6.1 Theoretical optimization design of 
mechanical structure 

From the overall structure static finite element analysis of 
3D printer, it can be seen from the Fig2.(b) that the 
deformation of the platform is asymmetrical. The main 
reason is that the supporting bearing under the forming 
platform is asymmetrical, and it a fixed linear bearing 
needs to be added on the larger deformation side of the 
platform to ensure a good symmetry of the forming 
platform. In addition, before the optimization of the 3D 
printer, it can be obtained from the first to fourth modal 
frequencies that the two side columns and beams of the 
3D printer have a more serious phenomenon of vibration. 
And in the statics analysis Fig2.(a), it is also found that 
the deformation of 3D printer`s column is still about 
0.01mm to 0.03mm. 

In order to solve these problems, the columns on both 
sides of the printer are symmetrically fixed by 2020 
aluminum alloy material, finally, the whole frame of the 
3D printer is square. On this basis, after the designed 
fixed bracket installed, the nozzle system is fixed on the 
whole frame of the printer.  

The finite element analysis of the statics and dynamics 
of the overall 3D printer structure is carried out, and the 
deformation of the overall structure statics analysis of the 
optimized printer is shown in Fig.8. 

 
Figure 8. Improved deformation of the overall structure of 

the 3D printer 

It can be seen from the static analysis of the overall 
structure that the largest deformation of the optimized 3D 
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6.1 Theoretical optimization design of 
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As far as the nozzle system of the 3D printer, its quality 
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should be appropriately reduced during the design process, 
and it has a great effect on reducing the load of the optical 
axis and improving the precision. The diameter of the 
moving level shaft bearing used should be appropriate, 
when the diameter of the level shaft bearing reaches a 
certain limit, with the increase of diameter, the dynamic 
parameters and statics parameters of the nozzle system 
will not be changed significantly. In addition, when the 
3D printer is designed or the related parts are optimized, 
as far as possible to ensure the structural symmetry, it is 
important to improve the stability and the forming 
precision of the 3D printer structure. Moreover, the 
introduction of vibration in the 3D printer forming 
process should be reduced. In a word, after the structure 
of the printer optimized, the 3D printer has achieved good 
results in the finite element analysis and the actual 
modeling. 
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